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^^ INTRODUCTION 

ar,. The Gaming and Simulations Department of General Research Corpora- 
^■^        tion/Operations Analysis Division has recently completed a study entitled 
^ . "NATO Combat Capabilities Analysis 11"  (COMCAP II) under the sponsorship 
"^ of ODCSOPS.    One of the principal objectives of the study was to develop 
f~^       .weapon effectiveness values (WEVs) and unit effectiveness values (UEVs) 
^r» for representative U.S. and Soviet forces engaged in mid-intensity combat 

in Western Europe, circa 1976.    The objectives of the study were attained 
by analyzing killer/casualty data generated by an exercise of the Division 
Battle Model (DBM) over some six days of simulated warfare in the European 
theater.    This paper presents a mathematical description and Justification 
of the methodology, which was employed In the study, for determining the 
effectiveness values.    The paper appears as Appendix D of the COMCAP II 
final report. ^ 

DISCUSSION 

Consider two opposing forces. Blue and Red, engaged in military 
combat.    Suppose Blue has b distinct types of weapons and Red has r 
distinct types of weapons. 

Let: 

n-.(t)    a   the number of Blue type 1 weapons remaining at 
time t after start of the battle (i»l,2,»«»,b). 

Hp.Ct)    a   the corresponding number of Red type J weapons 
^ (J=l,2,-..,r). 

V_. »   the (time-independent) "value" of a Blue type i 
weapon. 

V_. ■   the (time independent) "value" of a Red type J 
J weapon. 

The goal of COMCAP II Is to assign numerical values to the parameters 
(the WEVs), V-. and V_ , such that:  (l) the magnitudes of the values 

indicate the relative worth (in terms of combat effectiveness) of 
individual weapons; and (2) the resulting values of the linear comblna- 

b r 
tions (the UEVs),    r   VBi n..  (0) and r     V_. n_.  (0), are "good" measures 

of the relative strengths of the opposing forces. 
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The methodology adopted for attaining this twofold goal is derived 
tram the following intuitively appealing 

Major Rranise: 

The total value of a number of weapons of a given type 
is directly proportional to the total value of the 
opposing force destroyed by those weapons per unit time. 

In what follows it is first shown that the methodology arising from this 
premise has some interesting implications in connection with classical 
Lanchester theory; a Justification of certain basic model assumptions 
is also presented; next, an Iterative method for solving the resulting 
equations is described; and, finally, the procedure Is Illustrated via 
a numerical example. 

Matrix notation is used throughout the discussion.    In addition to 
those given above the following definitions are employed: 

B       »   Blue's (bxr) "kill rate matrix" =    [«BijJ 
aBi1 -   the constant rate at which a single Blue type 

J        i weapon kills Red type J weapons. 

R       »   Red's  (rA) "kill rate matrix" »     ["«R-HJ 

a-,.. a   the constant rate at which a single Red type 
^ J weapon kills Blue type i weapons. 

V-      » the column vector[v.jwith b components. 

vL      « the column vector[v_ .]with r components. 

"H_(t)" the column vector[n_.(t)3with b components. 

nL(t)> the column vector(n_ (t)Jwith r components. 

The elements of the matrices, B and R, are measures of the killing 
power of individual firers against different types of targets.    In 
COMCAP II, estimates of these measures are obtained by grouping IBM 
killer/casualty data into discrete sets of small unit engagements 
according to Blue posture—delay, defense, and counterattack.    Speci- 
fically, for each such set of engagements. 

°B13   '  iLi hilm / L "Bü. Ä V and 

requiring the additional definitions: 
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E   a the total number of small unit engagements 
In the set. 

IL. . ■ the total number of kills by Blue type i 
Jni  weapons of Red type j weapons in the mth 

engagement. 

n..  ■ the initial number of Blue type 1 weapons 
in the mth engagement. 

At  ■ the duration of the mth engagement. 
B 

K_..    =   the total number of kills by Red type J 
J weapons of Blue type i weapons in the mth 

engagement. 

n_.     a   the initial number of Red type J weapons 
^ in the mth engagement. 

Also:    a "heterogeneous force" is defined as a force comprising weapons 
with differing characteristics - tanks, TCWs, rifles, etc.; a "homo- 
geneous force" is defined as a force comprising identical weapons; dots 
are used to denote time derivatives; and superscript T denotes matrix 
transposition.    Other definitions are provided as needed. 

Connection Between the Methodology and Lanchester Theory 

Using the notation Just defined, Lanchester*s square law for the 
attrition of heterogeneous forces engaged in combat may be stated 
mathematically as 

yt)« -B^Ct) (1) 

^(t)= -R^Ct)  ; (2) 

i.e., the rate at which targets of a given type are attrlted is equal to 
a weighted sum of the numbers of firers of a given type on the opposing 
side, the weights being the rates at which the individual firers kill 
the targets.    Denote the total strength of the Blue force at time t by 
IL(t), a weighted sum of the number of Blue weapons, 

yt) - VB
T yt) (3) 

and the corresponding .strength of the Red force by U-(t), a similar sum, 

^(t) *VR
T*R(t) (k) 

where V   and V   are the yet-to-be-determined vectors of the Blue and Red 
WEVs.    (Note that, if VB and VR are selected "properly," U (0) and 
Up(0) are the Blue and Red UEVs.)    Further, as a direct consequence 
of the major premise stated earlier, the relationships between the Red 
and Blue WEVs may be written 
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ßg VB - B VR (5) 

and        PR ^R " R ^B (6) 

where 0- and ß- are positive constants also to be determined. 

Using equations (l), (3), and (U), equatiod (3) transforms successively 
to 

and 

%***•**** 

VR
T        (B1^)).       -        ßg        (VB

T^(t)) 

UB(t) - - fe IL (t). (7) Rv  ' ^   B 

Similarly, using equations (2), (3), and (U), equation (6) transforms 
to 

UB(t) = - ßß UR (t). (8) 

N Equations (7) and (8) have the form of Lanchester's square law for 
J the attrition of homogeneous forces, where ßL is the rate at which an 

"average" Blue weapon kills "average" Red weapons, and 0L is the rate 

at which an "average" Red weapon kills "average" Blue weapons.    Thus, 
equations (3) - (6) (assuming that equations (5) and (6) can be solved 
to yield unique values of 0-,  0-, 7_ and 7.) imply that one can go from 

a heterogeneous Lanchester model represented by equations (1) and (2) 
to an equivalent homogeneous Lanchester model represented by equations 
(7) and (8).    This interesting (and important) fact was first noted by 
Dare and Jamesl and subsequently elaborated upon by Thrall^ and Anderson. 3* 

Dare, D.P., and James, B.A.F., "The Derivation of Seme Parameters 
for a Corps/Division Model from a Battle Group Model," Defense Operation 
Analysis Establishment Memorandum 7120, Ministry of Defense, West Byfleet, 
United Kingdom, July 1971 (COHFIDEHTIAL). 

2 
Thrall, Robert M., and Associates, Final Report to US Army Strategy 

and Tactics Analysis Group (RMT-200-R4-33), May 1972. 
o 
"Anderson, Lowell B., "A Method for Determining Linear Weig&ting 

Values for Individual Weapons Systems," Institute for Defense Analyses, 
Improved Methodologies for General Purpose Forces Planning (New Methods 
Study) Working Äper WP-^, December 1971. 

The author is indebted to Dr. Anderson forbringing to his (the ! 

author's) attention the earlier works of Thrall, and Dare and James. 
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Equations (5) and (6) may be combined to yield 

(^ ^ Ir - R B) VR = 0r (9) 

and 

jhere I and L • are, respectively, r2 and b2 identity matrices: 0 and 
To.' T 

5   are correspondingly-dimensioned null column vectors.    As further 
noted by Dare and James,1 Spudich,** Thrall,2 and Anderson,3 these 
equations, in most cases, determine the product  fL  fL uniquely and the 
components of V_ and V   to within an arbitrary scaling factor for each 

B A 
of the vectors,* 

In general, two additional scaling relationships must be specified 
in order to permit a unique determination of values of ß_, ßL, V- and 

V-. Among the relationships that have been assumed in other studies, 

where, it must be emphasized, the goals were not necessarily the same 
as those of COMCAP II, are those of 

SpudlchS  ßg.- VR
T ^(0), ßp « VB

T ^(0)  (11) 

Dare and James : 

-1 (I2) 

and 

b                 r 
2   V      - E     V-. 

1=1   Bi      J=l   RJ 

Thrall2: 

%-^v%- f.l VBi-       W 

Spudich, John, "The Relative Kill Productivity Exchange Ratio 
Technique," Booz-AUen Applied Research, Inc., Combined Arms Research 
Office, no date given. (A similar discussion is presented in TAB E, 
Appendix II to Annex L of the TATAWS III Study, Headquarters, US Army 
Combat Developments Command, Tank, Antitank and Assault Weapons Require- 
ments Study (U), Hiase III, December 1968 (SECRET-NOFCRN). 

# 
Provided the matrices BR and RB are "irreducible," there is one 

and only one value of the product fL fL that leads to nonnegative values 

of the components of V_ and Y_ - namely, the maximum eigenvalue of BR 

and RB (it is the same for both). The matrices are "reducible" (not 
Irreducible) if at least two opposing weapons types are not interacting 
directly with the other participants in the battle. In the COMCAP II 
DBM exercise the problem of reduciblllty did not arise. For a thorough 
discussion of matrix reduciblllty and its implications in weapon 
effectiveness analyses see Thrall.2 
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In COMCAP II the relationships are taken to be 

8B= 8, («1/c), VB1 - 1 (HO 

where the M60A3 tank is assigned the role of the Blue type 1 weapon. 

There are two principal arguments for employing equations (ih), 
rather than (11), (12), or (13), in COMCAP II. The arguments are pre- 
sented below. 

Recall that, at the outset, it was stated that the first part of 
the goal of COMCAP II is to assign numerical values to the parameters 
(the WEVs) V_. and VL. such that the magnitudes of the values indicate 

the relative worth of individual weapons. Equations (1^) result in WEVs 
for both Blue and Red that are all measured relative to the worth of 
the same weapon - the M60A3 tank. Thus, if by using equations (l^) 
it turns out that V..- = V_2 = V . = 2; one can infer that a Red type 2 

weapon, a Blue type 2 weapon, and a Blue type 3 weapon are equally 
effective, and each is worth two M60A3s. On the other hand, if by 
using equations (11), (12), or (13) it turns out that V 2 = V „ = V . = Us 

one can only infer that a Blue type 2 weapon and a Blue type 3 weapon 
are equally effective; nothing can be inferred about their effectiveness 
as compared to a Red type 2 weapon. The point being made here is this: 
equations (lk)  lead to a set of relative values, the relativity extending 
not only to the weapons within a Blue force or a Red force but across 
forces as well; equations (11), (12), or (13) also lead to relative 
values, but the relativity extends only to the weapons within a force, 
not across forces. 

This completes the first argument for employing equations (lk)  in 
COMCAP II. 

The second argument—a rather lengthy one—is based on a considera- 
tion of equations (7) and (8): Lanchester's square law for homogeneous 
forces. The solutions to these equations for U^t) and U_.(t) as functions 

of time are well known (see Morse and Kimballi' for example). They are 

lUt) B ^    = cosh (yj&Q&z t)  -_1_   sinh (yjW t) (15) 

for the Blue force,  and 

iUöi '   "   ~      yjT 

UR(tj-   = cosh iyj^&z t)  - VcT   sinh  (V^B   ^ t) (16) 

for the Red force, where G is defined as 

G . Si "B
2
 

(0> . (17) 

h UH2   (0' 

•'Morse, Philip M., and Kimball, George E., "Methods of Operations 
Research," The M.I.T. Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, August 1963.- 
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Dividing each side of equation (15) by the corresponding side of (16) 
and taking derivatives with respect to tine it is readily shown that 
the designation of the "superior" force is determined by the value of G. 
For example, G > 1 Implies that 

[in) 
dt 

and Blue is the superior force since the ratio of the strength of the 
Blue force to the strength of the Red. force increases monotonically 
with time. On the other hand, G < 1 implies that 

d 

dt 

and, by the same reasoning. Red is the superior force, (if G « 1, 
Ugfa) 7 UR (t) 3 IL(0) / U (0) for all t and neither side has the 

advantage.) 

Now, from equations (3) and (5) it may be deduced that 

ßg uB
2 (o) » (vR

T BT Hg (o)) (vB
T 5g (o)) 

and, frcm equations (h) and (6) that 

^ UR
2 (0) = (VB

T RT 1^(0))   (VR
T^ (0)). 

It follows, then, that 

o ■/^%w\/(V'Tvo'y       as) 
\vs

T^ (o)  // VvB
T^ (o) / 

The implications of this equation are quite interesting. It is evident 
from the equation that the value of G is independent of the method by 
which the vectors V and V_ are scaled. Therefore, the relationships 

(11) - (Ik)  (or any other scaling relationships for that matter) all lead 
to the same value of G; they also all lead to the same value of the 
right-hand side of equation (15), and the same value of the right-hand 
side »pf equationTl6j. 

Again recall that, at the outset, it was stated that the second 
part of the goal of C0M3AP II is to determine the vectors V_ and V_ such 

that the linear coribinations V  n_ (0) and V  ix. (0) (i.e., the UEVs 

U (0) and U (O)) are "good" measures of the relative strengths of the 
B R 

Blue and Red force.    If equations (14) are assumed, it follows from 
equation (17) that 
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ä (0) - A/Ö-. (19) 

Under this assmoption, then, U_ (O) > U (0) implies that Blue is superior; 

U,, (0) < U (0) ijnplies that Red is superior; and U_ (0) ■ U_ (0) implies 
R o a. 

that the forces are equal. The assumption of equations (lU), therefore, 
leads to values of U_ (0) and U (0) that are, in fact, "good" measures 

and a meaningful "force ratio," F, may be defined as 

P = V0) . (20) 
ÜTTST 

Blue is superior, inferior, or equal to Red accordingly as F > 1, F <   1, 
or F = 1. 

Alternatively, if equations (U) are assumed, it follows from 
equations (5), (6) and (18) that 

F - V0)    - 0    . (21) 
^757 

Hence, the assumption of equations  (11) also leads to a meaningful force 
ratio, F.    However, by comparing equations (21) and (17) it is evident 
that the assumption of equations (11) is tantamount to assuming that 

*B UB (0) * PR UR (0)» 

or, equlvalently, that the total Red strength destroyed per unit time is 
equal to the total Blue strength destroyed per unit time - an assumption 
that lacks credibility. 

Finally, if either equations (12) or (13) are assumed, the resulting 
ratio, F, is not meaningful. The value of F under either of these 
assumptions gives no indication whatsoever as to which side is the superior 
force; under either of these assumptions the calculated value of F, for 
example, can be considerably less than unity while the corresponding 
value of G is considerably greater than unity. 

This completes the second argument. 

In light of the preceding arguments, assumptions (Ik)  are clearly 
superior to the three alternatives considered, insofar as their applica- 
bility to the CCMCAP II study is concerned. That is not to say, however, 
that the alternatives would not be useful in other studies where the 
goals are different from those of CCMCAP n. 

The Justification of assumptions (Ik)  having been established, 
equations (15) and (16) may be written 
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and 

J    = cosh (t/c) - I   sinh (t/c) (22) 

UR ^1    ■ °08h (Vc) - P sinh (t/c) (23) 

trtiere 

I/BB - l/Sa 

F - l^ (0)    ■   Y^ iL (0) 

and the values of c, V_, and V_ are obtained by solving equations (5) 

and (6).    Eliminating the explicit use of the parameter, t, frcm equations 
(22) and (23) leads to the "state equation" relating Blue's strength to 
Red's corresponding strength at any Instant after the start of battle. 

- ruB(t)/uB(o)i 

2 

F. (2k) 
2 

For a given value of F, if one specifies a fraction of the initial strength 
remaining on one side - say a "break threshold" - the corresponding fraction 
remaining on the opposing side may be determined from this equation. 

Equations (22) - {2k) should prove useful in calculating the attrition 
of forces in highly aggregated war games. 

In sum,  then, through the use of calculated weighting factors (the WEVs), 
the CQMCAP U methodology converts two opposing1 heterogeneous forces 
into two opposing homogeneous forces, both comprising identical weapons. 
The only difference in the opposing homogeneous forces lies in their 
respective initial numbers of weapons (the UEVs).    The force with the 
larger UEV is the superior force.    The conversion to homogeneous forces 
permits one to use classical Lanchester theory to compute the relative 
attrition of forces in highly aggregated war games. 

Solution of the WEV Equations 

We turn next to the solutions of equations (3),  (6), and (lU) 

PBV^R 
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ßß   =    ßR   -   I/C 

J 

VBlal 

for the ccmponents V_ and V^ (the WEVs) and the constant, c,  (the 

reciprocal of the average kill rate). 

These equations may be combined to yield 

VB - c2 BR VB , (25) 
2 

a relationship involving only c and the Blue WEVs. Let X = c . A 
rapidly converging algorithm leading to unique values of X and the 
components of V_ and V_ is given by the following sequence of operations, 

B     xv 
where the superscript (j) denotes values at the end of the Jth iteration. 

Step 1. Set j = 1. 

Step 2. Set all the ccmponents of V   equal to unity. 
B 

Step 3«    Calculate successively: 

W ^ « BR VB^ , 

X^' =     1 (Wn  is the first component of W), 
"TTT 1 

v ^+1) =   x^)   w (d). 
B 

Step U. Repeat Step 3> incrementing j by 1 at each 

iteration, until X ^+1^ = X ^ to within 
a specified degree of accuracy. The process 
converges to a unique value of x and the 
vector V with VB;L = 1.* 

Step 5* Calculate: 

c =V^"~ 

The iterative procedure is a variation of Hildebrand's method for deter- 
mining the maximum eigenvalue of a matrix. Proof of the convergence of 
the method is given on Pages (68-8?) of the reference. 

As previously discussed, it is assumed that the matrix BR is 
irreducible. See Thrall.2 

6   ■ 
Hildebrand, P. B., "Methods of Applied Mathematics," Prentice- 

Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, June 1963. 
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Sample Problem 

The ultimate worth of any mathematical model Is determined by the 
degree to which it can be used to solve real-world problems. To 
illustrate how the foregoing discussion might be used in a practical 
sense the following sample problem is posed and solved. 

Consider a single battle involving two distinct types of weapons 
on either side with Mg-Co) = nTn(0) " 100, nB2^  = ^BZ^ * 2^J 1'e»» 

SgCO) =\(0) 
- ra- 

Fran previously accumulated battle data. Blue's kill rate matrix, B, has 
been estimated to be 

B 

and Red's kill rate matrix, R, by 

R 

= [«Bii]   '   ['.03    '.lj 

r.05 .05] 

where the rates are measured in kills per weapon per hour. Using the 
COMCAP II methodology and the related Lanchester equations answer the 
following questions: 

Question 1. What are the relative values (the WEVs) of the individual 
weapons in the battle, assuming V_1 = 1? 

Question 2. What are the relative strengths of the forces at the 
beginning of the battle (the UEVs), and the force ratio, F? 

Question 3* The break threshold of both sides is set at 30 percent 
loss of strength. What' is the percent loss of strength of the "winner" 
when the "loser" breaks? 

Question k.    How long does the battle last before the loser breaks? 

Solution 

Question 1 
First perform the matrix multiplication: 
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Set VB
( 

[.1     .051   r.05 .   .051 TOI .0075 "| 
.05    .1   I   [.1        .05J [.0125      .0075 J* 

ihe iterations: 

[.01 .0075ir 1 1 r.0175 I 
.0125      .0075j[lJ     '   |_.0200 J 

Now perform the iterations: 

01 

0125 

1 

yd) 
B 

.0175 =   57.1^3 

[".Öl        .0075"| f    !     1        f '0l6^ I 
= L-0125    .0075 J Ll.l^J '    L •02107 J 

- (2)        '   - (2) 
W  ^   ^ »    BE V   ^ o 

^ = ^T " ^557 = 53-8502 

v (3) .   x(2) Ü - (2) f-01857 If1! W * ' - 53.8502    l^^ J = ^.„^J 

s (3). „, 7 o). r-01 •w5i ri 1. r •oi85ii w - BR vB       - j^ 0125    >0075j   LL^J   - L .02101J 

x 3  a ^TsT = Tofe?! 5U.0250 

r.01     .0075"! f 1   1     r.018511 
2 L.0125 .0075J U.1351Js L-02101] a 

v(M        1 
701551 " 5U-0250 ■ x(3) 

Therefore, 

x = 5^.0250 

B     L1.1351J 
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Calculate: 

c   »v^~       =-^5^.0250     =   7.3502 
r.05     .05-1 r   1    -]      r .7850 -i 

VR-_cRVB     «7.3502    [#1       .05 J Ll.l35lJ   ' L 1.1525 J' 

The resulting WEVs are, therefore, 

VB1 *    1 

VB2 =   1.1351 

v^ =.   .7850 

Vjg - 1.1525. 

Question 2 
• 1   [100] 

,»«  TTOT ,  n   ff^   = V  l  r,   fn\   =     1     1.1351 -25 Blue's UEV V0) - V V0) - \ ^H 25   ' ^^ 

Red's UEV = UR(0) = VR
T ^(0) = .7850 1.1525 | 25 J= 107.3 

—1 riooi 
■^ 1.25} 

Blue is the superior force - it has the equivalent of 128.^ Blue 
type 1 weapons while Red has only 107.3. The initial force ratio is 

Question 3 
Blue is the superior force. Since both sides have set their break 

thresholds at 30 percent loss of strength, Red is the loser. When Red 
breaks. Blue's corresponding percent loss is determined by first solving 
equation (2k) 

/ 

1 - C1 - '3] 2 .   i.20 

1 - [UB(t)/l28.1|]2 

for U„(t)/l28.U.    This leads to 
B 

ärr- •8036- 
So, Blue has suffered 1 « .8036 = 19.6^ reduction in strength.    Blue's 
strength, when Red breaks, is (.8036) (128.U) = 103.2, and Red's strength 
is (.7) (107.3) = 75.1. 
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Notice that if Blue had set Its break threshold at something less 
than 19.6 percent loss In strength It would be the loser (assuming Red 
had set its threshold at 30 percent losses) even though it has the 
superior force. 

Question k 
Equation (23) may be rearranged to yield the battle time, t, 

as a function of the fraction of the initial Red strength remaining. 
Performing the necessary algebraic manipulations, we arrive at 

c log 

/ 

- UE(t) 

0JTÖ) 
F - 1 

Now, in the present example, c = 7.35, F = 1.20, and U_(t)/u_(0) ■ ,7« 
It      A 

Substituting these values into the equation leads to 

t s 2 hours of battle until Red breaks. 

) 
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